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Ventilation ~nd Qir permeability of dwellings 

T\I</o fundamenta 11 y different not ions 

The changes in construction methods necessitated by the energy cri~is are 

not being lnade without difficulty, and are often accompanied by disorders 

(condensation, mould, consumption far greater than forecast), which must be 

clearly explained. We might well blame ventilation for this, but the true 

culprits are in fact holes, cracks, joints, the "AI's, the A2 ' s" (1), filli

sters or windot"s, iilsuluting materials and their use) <:lnd in many cases also 

reguldtj~ns ,-,;d til c i( t?chnical teX::S r--!I':Jting to implementation. All th;:':'5\:! 

factors have a disturbing influence on ventilation, which is not the IIculprit" 

but rather' the "vi ct i m". 

Caption: The Four Hinds. Engraving by Normarfljunior (18th cent.). Boreas, 

the North Wind. National Library. Doe. Roger-Viollet. 

In 1963 and 1966, two studies (2) relating to natural ventilation and the 

efFects of wind on a bui lding were published in the reports by the C.S.T.B. 

As far as we know, no new phenomenon h~s been discovered which disproves what 

was \,vritten at that time. \~e shall merely change the method of presentation 

by defining a ne,J concept: lithe total air permeability of a dwelling", VJhich 

is approximately the total area of the openings facing outwards, expressed in' 

cm2. 

\~e shall show that it is possible to forecast the air flows crossing dwel

lings, and hence also the losses during the heating period, with great accu

racy. 

This air flow is not ventilation, which has a precise function: to circulate, 

in each room in the dwell ing, an air flow suitable for the requirements of 

the dwell ing. For example, we know that 30 m3/h is required in a room, what

ever its area, if it is occupied by tVJO persons .••• etc. 

(1) Air permeabil ity classes in joinery. 

(2) "Comment assu~er la ventilation des immeubles collectifs d'habitation" 

(How to 'guarantee ventilation of collective dwellings) ,by P. Jardinier, report 

5l12) December 1963, "Vent, ventilation et batiment ll (l4ind, ventilation and 

bul ldings), report 720, December 1966. 
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The terms transversal venti lation, uncontrolled, even natural ventilation 

used to describe these infiltrations are misused; they only relate to venti

lation by chance and accidental coincidence. 

The movements of air in premises 

A dwelling is a body which is exposed to the outside by the provision of 

air inlets, air outlets, doors, windows, joints between walls and floors, 

etc. The openings allow the air to pass through in one direction or the 

other, according to the states of pressure at various points in the dwelling. 

Thu~ clt any giv8n time we hav~ Cl fully defined air circulation wllich can be 

calculateJ if Wd know: 

the characteristic curve of each opening; 

the shape of the building and its height; 

the position of each opening in this building; 

the wind speed and direction; 

the outside and inside temperatures. 

It is obviously a complicated procedure to make allowance for all these para

meters. Moreover, we must, more often than not, resort to the solution which 

consists in stating: "For the rate of ventilation we shall take 1 volume/hour 

of the main rooms, even if in reality the rate only attains 1/2 volume or hap

pens to exceed 2 volumes/hour". 

In fact we no longer look for what is happening at any given moment, we 

merely vlisn to know ~'Ihat is happening in onc year or at the very least during 

one heating aeason, whatever the direction in which the air is circulating. 

If the air circulates from one room facade to another, it has the same effect, 

as far as our thermal calculation is concerned, as if it sweeps through the 

dwelling from the main rooms to the technical rooms (kitchen etc,), even if 

the air cirulates from the technical rooms to the main rooms. 

In the following we shall use four types of information: 

1 - I f we maintain Cl pressure difference ~p on botb sides of an opening, 

the air floVJ crossing it is written as follows: 

Q '" "!::, p, 
C 

which is the ch~racteristic of the opening. 



2 - The wind exerts a forward thrust on certain facades, and exerts suction 

on others. It therefore exerts pressures or drops in pressure which, for

tunately for the calculation, are proportional to the square of the wind 

speed. 

The coefficients k are dependent on the geometry of the dwel ling, but for 

simple dwellings the coefficients indicated in figure 1 may be used. 

The roof projections always have a coefficient equal to -0.31. It will be 
,- ..... 

\.J r l... facades ~rc under 

to a drop in pressure for an angle of incidence of 450
; otherwise there are 

always 4 subject to a drop in pressure, and only under pressure, which does 

not mean that there are no movements betll'/een tll'JO facades subject to a drop 

in pressure. 

Angle of incidence 

Error related to the 
mean value 

Table I 

Me<:ln v<:llue 
n 

Figure 2 shows how coefficient k develops for winds acting on a facade 

through an angle of inciJ2nce of 00 tu 360°. 

The actual pressure p is calculated on the basis of the formula: 

p = k V
2 

3 - The thermal draught exerts a special action, sho\-Jn dit:lgramatically 

in figure 3, when the infiltration openings are distributed as indicated. 

The total available pressure is v/ritten as fol10\"s: 

p = o. 0'" 4 bl\T, 

~"he re: 

h is the height in metres, 

6T is the difFerence in temperature between the inside and outside, 

P is expressed in pascals. 

The zero (0) pressure ()rc:a i~;; displaced in the s(Jrne direction ClS all the 

open i fig: .. 



4 - k and C,being the coefficient of pressure due to wind and the character

istic coefficient of the openings on each facade respectively, are linked to 

11 y the internal pressure of tbe build ing.l and tl:e air flow r Q, by tlte 

following formula (fig. 4): 

Kl V
2 _ TT 

= Cl (Ql) 2 

K2 V
2 _ TT = C2 QQ2)2 

TT - k3 V2 
= C3 (Q3)2 

1T - k4 V2 C4 (Q4)2 .-
Ql + n'1 .:: Q3 + Q4 ... .!..::.. --

vv'h i ch enab 165 Q.l, Q2, Q3 and Q4 to b.;; ca I ell 1.:'itE:d. 

If there is another possible air passage through the roof, it is sufFicient 

to add a supplementary equation. 

Cl, C2, C3, c4 and possibly CS are not generally known, thus it is not 

possible to solve these equations. On the other hand, we could alreaJy 

make assumptions on the basis of the distribution of the leaks. 

For ex~mple, we could say that the openings are distributed equally on each 

facade, and we would have Cl = C2 = C3 = c4 = C5. 

If there are only two facades, we may write Cl = C2. What we would then 

require is the total value Cl + C2 + C3 + c4 + C5 or Cl + C2, which would 

enable us to solve the system of equations in each hypothesis. Now it just 

happens that these total values may easily be obtained by measurement. 

Fig. 1: value of coefficient k according to the angle of incidence 
of the vJi nd 

Total air permeability of a building 

The total al r permeabil ity of a dwelling, Tr, is defined as the air flow 

which crosses the dwelling, expressed in m3/h, for a pressure di fferencc 

of 10 pascals bebleen the inside und outside. It is therefore un c;lslly 

measurable v3lue. 
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Pressure on a facade as a function 
of the angle of incidence 

Fig. 3: thermal draught 

Fig. 2 

Fi g. 4 

It should be noted that the value obtained corresponds quite closely to 

an equivalent opening area expressed in cm2, \vhich allO\'ls the same flm'l 

to pass through with the same pressure difference of 10 pascals. 

Thus a permeabl 1 ity of 750 m3/h is equivalent to an area that 4 750 cm2 

opening would allow to pass through, distributed betl"een various cracks and 

holes. 

If we knew all the characteristic curves of each element, it would be 

sufficient to add the flows obtained for 10 pascals to find Tr. Generally 

speaking we do not know these, but Tr can be measured. 

How can Tr be measured? 

I\ccording to tht; d8finition, it i~; sufficient to replace a structural 

element, a \"Iindow for ex,:lInplc, by a p<m.:,:l on vlhich are arrClngecl in series 
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a fan and a flowmeter, and to set the fan so that there is a pressure 

difference of 10 pascals between the inside and outside. The flow is 

equal to Tr. 

I t is possible to proceed ,"ith the measurement for greater values of tJ. p 

th<ln 10 p<lscals. If we then read a flow Q, Tr is deduced from the formula: 

is fitted wi th self-adjusting air inlets, but it is interesting in that 

vie can determl ne Tr by thi s method vd th a greater degree of accuracy, par

ticularly when there is wind. 

Thus if we have a high degree of confidence in the self-adjusting air 

inlets, they can be plugged or filled in and the nominal flow through 

these Dir inlets then added to the value Tr': 

Tr = Tr' + nq. 

In order to analyse the origins of the permeability it is sufficient to 

fill in the inlets in succession. Thus ~'Je may: 

measure the total permeabil ity Tr; 

then, by blocking up the air inlets, measure Tr'; (Tr - Trl corresponds to 

the contributory portion of the air inlets); 

finally, by blocking up the air outlets for natural ventilation, we may 

measure Tr'l (Tt-I - Tr" corresponding to the part played by the air olltlets). 

This procedure is useful for determining the causes of permeability. 

The permeabi I ity measurements, room by roonl, are CArried out using the 

same method, but attention must be raid to the flow between rooms through 

partitions which did not exist when the entire dwelling was subject~d to 

a pressure di fference. 
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The perme.abi I ity calculations 

In all the equations (1), with no wind, pressure 

coefficient C is expressed in the form: 

Cl = 10 . 
(Q1) 2' 

Ql + Q2 + ••• = Tr. 

TI is equal to 10, and 

Thus we may now solve the problem by making assumptions on 4 opening distri

butions. 

Cell open on 2 sides 

In practi·ce this case is found in d~'lel1in9s \·tithsingle exposure, provided 

with natural ventilation, or in double exposure dwellings. 

\~e shall discuss th is in deta i 1 to show that the question of wbetber 

tbe openings are equal is not very important. 

Cl and C2 being the characteristic coefficients of the openings, 

kl and k2 being the coefficients of pressur~ due to the wind J speed V,and 

11 being the internul pressure, we have: 

11 = 2 
'IT - k2 V 

from which we deduce: 

(k1 - k2) 1/2 V 
Q = T[i"+c"2Y 

Fi g. 5 By choosing 0.32, it is seen that we cover + 10% what occurs on 
openings equally distributed or in the ratio of 1 to 2, 0.33-0.66 
or 0.66-0.33. 



Fi g. 6 

Distribution of permeabil ity on 2 facades. 
Flow coefficient as a function of the angle of incidence Fi g. 7 

It wi 11 be noted that the r~sult must be 
inc:-:~:l~;-=dby Hr; if \-/e hav8 (l distr-lbuti:}n 
eql,Jal to the permeability. (sic ? an eyuill 
distribution of the permeability?). 

Angle of incidence. 

On the other hand; if we call ex. a number bet\t-Jeen 0 and which expresses 

the proportion of the permeabil ity of opening no. 1, we have: 

10 = Cl (cnr)2 and 10 = C2 (1 - ex) 2 Tr2 

from which we deduce: 
{(1- fJ ) } 

Q = 0.316 V Tr (kl - k2) 1/2~_'_2 __ ---
/20. -20'.+ 

I 
Function f (et) is represented by Cl relatively flat curve {fig. 5). 

It will be seen that: f (ex) = 0.35 I.·/hen the 2 openings are equal (C~= 0.5),' 

and that f (Cl.) = 0.29, i.e. the previous value reduced by 20 percent, when 

one opening is double the other, which me3ns that by choosing 0.32 to distri-

bute the uncertainties, at 10 percent, between the two extreme cases, 

flm'" Q v.Jould be wri tten thus: 

Q = 0.1 V Tr (kl - k2) 1/2 

and would cover the configurations in figure 6. 

This formula has been aprl ied on 3 buildings as a function of the i'lngle of 

incidence of the winds, thus different k coefficients (fig. 7). 
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In particular it wi 11 be seen that the flow varies considerably with 

the angle of incidence of the wind, since it may be equal to 0.9 V Tr or 

0, and it rni ght then be thought that the direction of the openings in re-

lati on to the 
I 

p rev a i 1 i"g ~,ti nds "'IOU I d give very different results. In 

rea I i ty this is not as seri ous as it ~"ou Id appear on first analysis. 

It will already be observed that if the winds were equiprobable, the differ

ence between the 2 configurations-parallel facades (0.56) or perpendicular 

facades (0.48) - is not great. 

product of the speed by tlte time} is plotted as a [unction of tile orienta.tion; 

it will be seen that the differences are considerable. In the calculation, 

a dV'/elling. with double exposure at an angle, selected because it exhibits 

a high degree of anisotropy, is subjected to this wind. 

The results are given in table I. 

The mean va I ue is 0.0506, \.Ji th discrepancies generally lower tban lOp~rcElnt, 

except four values out of fifteen, which dif~er by ~ 20 percent. 

It wil I be observed that the value provided by equiprobable winds is 0.048. 

Thus it is not incorrect to use for this case results equal to those which 

would have been obtained with equiprobable winds, noting that discrepancies of 

+ 20 percent could be found in one out of four cases, but more generally dis-
- + 
crepan,;ic!:::; of 10 percent. 

Study of other cases 

Openings distributed not on 2 sides, but on 3, 4 or 5 sides may be assumed, wit!l 

equal distributions; the coefficient to be applied to each opening is used 

in table I I below. 

The calculations are carried out in the same way, and the results are shown 

in figure 9. Assuming winds equiprobable in direction and speed, the C 

coefFicients below are found, for appl ication in the formula: 

Q = C .v Tr 

to obtain the mean annual flow rate: 

Open i ngs distributed on 5 facades: 0.06 

Openings distributed on 4 facade~; , in double f lm'J: 0.068 

Clnp.ninos distributed Oil 2 pa ra 11 cl focac-::s: 0.062 



Angle of 
incidence 

V T 
2 

Error in 
relation to 
meCln value 

Fig. 8 

Fi g. 9 

Table 11 

Number of 
2 open i ng-s 3 4 5 

Q /\ If:' 
/ T}~ V P 0.16 0.105 0.08 0.063 

Table I (I 

o 22.5 45 67.5 90 112.5 135 157.5 180 

0.05<) 0.066 0.07 0.054 0.05 0.054 0.051 0.052 0.059 

0.99 I 1.11 1. 17 1.11 1 0.90 0.85 0.86. 

% Path travelled by the wind in one direction At Orly in 
Path travel led, whatever the direction one year 

Flow coefficient as a function of the angle of incidence 

------ 2 facades and 1 roof 
_____ 5 facades 

Mean value 0.058 
Mean value 0.060 

--- 4 double floltl facades: Mean value 0.068 
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Openings distributed on 1 facade and one roof: 0.042 

By choosing 0.06 all cases are generally covered, ~ 10 percent. 

The more the openings are distributed (dispersed), the less important the direc

tion of the wind. But in fact equiprobable winds do not exist. What, then, is 

the actual situation? 

For control purposes, the annual fiovJ coefficients for a dv/ell ing open on 2 fac

ades and the roof, located at Orly, were calculated on the basis of meteorological 

c.!at·::, rt~latil1g to I:iir>d. The result:; obtained are gilJ02n in table Ill. 

The Iilean value Q is 0.06, with a discrcpancy of: 13 percent. 
VTr 

It may therefore be concluded that a knowledge of Tr enables the mean annual 

flm"l crossing the d\..Jelling to be forecast with a relatively low risk of error 

using the formula: 

Q :: 0.06 V Tr. 

If we know the exact position of the openings in relation to the prevailing winds, 

we may use correction coefficients, by reducing or increasing by ~ 20 percent. 

We shal I see that these corrections, interesting as they may be, are insignific

ant in relation to the Tr's Found in real ity. 

V remains to be determined. The average speeds of the winds at Orly, Le Bourget 

and at St-Maur were plotted in figure 10 for the different directions. The result 

was 2 types of mean an~llal v~Jues: according to whethcr the winds whose speed is 

lov/er than 2 m/second are included or not. These are listed in table IV. 

Or"1 y 

Le Bour~Jet 

St-M<Jur 

Table IV 

General 
mean value 
for \<Jinds 

3.71 

3.83 

2.87 

t'lean va 1 ue 
for winds 
wi th Cl speed 
greater than 

2 m/s 

4.48 

4.73 

3.91 

It wi I I be seen that the choice of wind speed introduces an additional 

error" factor. 



The effect of therm]l draught 

Therm~l draught is capable of d~veloping a pressure 

LI P = 0.044 h6T, 

\'/he re: 

h is the height in metres, 

AT is the difference in temperature, in °C, between the inside and the outside. 

I t therefore creates sets of pressures, as shown diagrammatically in figure 11. 

know that we can wri tc: 

Q = 0.16 Tr 

o p being the effective difference in pressure at each inlet, either as a 

mean vCllue: 

Q:: 0.16 Tr or: 

Q = 0.017 Tr 

In the case of a dwelling on a single level 

(h :: 3 met res and (\ T = 15°C) 

Q=O.11Tr. 

In the cose of a dwelling on 2 levels: 

(h = 9 l1!ctres and tIT = 30°C) 

Q = 0.2.8 Tr. 

The combined effect of the wind and thermal draught 

If \'Je wish to combine the effect of the \llind and thermal draught, the calculations 

are the same, but much longer. 

Average 1: Mean value for winds 2. m/sec. Average 1 Average 2 

\n nd speed 
in met:res/s'"!cond 

f) i rf"ct ion" 
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Fig. 11 

It wi 11 be tibservecl that the flow due to thermal "draught decreases when the 

wind increases I only to rise agi.1in. This is explained by the fact that the excess 

pressure due to the v'Jind compensates for the excess thermal pressure at the top of thE 

d\-/elling, \-Ihilst at the same time, but on the other side, the low pressure due 

to the wind compensates for the low thermal pressure at the bottom of the clwel-

ling. 

Half the air inlets or outlets are therefore ;d:neffective!and the flow passes 

through a minimum, \-/hich may be as much as 70 percent in the extreme cases of the 

rigltt direction. For the average wind, which interests us, it may be consi

dered that this effect is weak, and it may be stated that the permeability 

flow is greatest by: 

Q1 = 0.06 V Tr 

Q2 = 0.017 ,j h 6 t 

Observing that Ql is greater than Q2 when the wind speed is greater than 2 m/s 

and hAT less th<1n 50, ~"hich is the case ,,"ith a dwelling on one floor, L'lt = 150
, 

mean vrJlue in ,,/inter, only: 

Q :: 0.06 V Tr 

may be used to calculate the estim()ted heat consumption due to permeabi I ity, 

selecting the average of the winds whose speed e~ceeds 2 m/s, i.e. for the 

Parisian region 4.5 rn/s (in the knowledge that at St-Maur 3.90, and at Le Bourget 

4.75 would have to be taken). 



If the d\<Jelling is on 2 floors, the flow must be increased by 8 percent; in fact, 

the flmv due to thermal draught exceed:; the prC:!vious flow by 4 percent if the 

wind speeds are lmver than 2 m!s, i.e. for 20 percent of the time. 

If the dwelling comprises 3 floors, the flow must be increased by 12 percent. 

The speeds of the ItJind are plotted'in figure 12 on the x-axis, and the hourly 

renewal, as a function of the rate of permeability, which is permeability Tr di

vided by the habitable volur;le, is indicated in the y-axis: Tr = 0.06 V 

If \'Ie h.)v;:: no eXdC t dFitCi on th,'~ \\1 i nd, 1,Jf::~ may choose \l = 4 m/s if ','le know that 

we may estimate the losses due to permeability, which are: 

E = 6 TrT 

It is obviously possible to improve the estimate, bearing in mind whal has been 

said previously. 

It should be noted that 1 cm2 of addi tional opening costs 6 kW per annum. 

Some consequences 

o Natural venti lation is provided on the basis of various openings strategically 

positioned, which will be permeability elements. A natural ventilation system 

is a special permeability type. To ()chieve an hourly renev'Jal of 0.7 vol/hour, 

the permeability must be 4, sometimes 5, if the average wind is light. This 

is obviously not enough, for here again the distribution must be satisfactory 

between each room and the technical rooms (kitchen etc.). 

It vlill be observed that the direction of circulation remains uncertain. Consi

derable sensitivity to winds will also be noted. 

A wind of 6 m/s involves an hourly renewal of 1.5, and an absenc~ of wind 0.5 

vol/hour for the average thermal draught in winter. 

As i) 9uide, 120 m2 of equivalent opening area, I.e. 60 cm2 per facade, is re

quired to ventil<1te a room ... llth a volume of 30 m3. 

If we knovl that Cl s~lf-adju5tin9 10\" pressure air inlet (used Incorrect.lyas 

a natural venti12tion system) only represents 22 to 23 cm2 of equivalellt area, 

we sh~l 1 have an idea of the origin of the condensations leading to nmuld. 

o Given a permeahil ity rate of 4, mechanical ventilation is of no interest, 

and the cneruy cOflsurnptiolls are greater" than in natural ventilation; the instal-



lation of mechanical ventilation is only useful where there is no wind. 

o Given a permeabil ity rate of 2.5, mechanical ventilation becomes necessary, 

unless the average rate of renewal is 0.4 vol/hour. On the other hand, wind 

protection is not very good. From 3 to 4 m/s transversal ventilation is 

added, i.e. overconsumption. 

o Given a permeabil ity rate of 1, it is necessary to have good mechanical 

ventilation. Th~ overall stability of the flows is remarkable and there is 

ever, it should be noted that the excess consurnption is effective (consider

able) from·5 to 6 m/s for preferential directions, if the dwelling is not 

provided with self-adjusting air inlets. 

Thermal draught corresponding to 6 t 

Number of volumes/hour 

Fig. 12 

Tr = 4 
Mechanical venti lation with Vh 

Thermal draught ~-Ji th ~~ = 4 

Tr 
Mechanical ventilation with Vh = 2.5 

Thermal draught I\vi th ~~ = 2.5 

Tr 
Hechanical ventilation \vith Vh = 

Thermal draught with Tr 
Vh = 1 

Wind speed in metres/second, 
whatever the wind direction. 

o Given a permeabi i i ty rate of 1 in a flat or house measur.ing 100 m2 (i,e. 

250 m3). all the openings on the outside must have an equivalent area of 

250 cm2. 6 ai r inlets, with a total area of 150 cm2, are generally fitted. 

The remaining openings must be of the order of 100 cm2, which is not dif

ficult to achieve with modern joinery. On the other hand, a cross bar not 

in position, allmving a cleat-ance of 15 !11fll at the bottom of the door, repre

sents 100 cm2. It wil I be observed that such an occurrence, which is fre-

quent, not only costs 600 kW per annum, but also reduces the ventilation 

in each room by 40 percent. 

o \~hat is the effect of permeability on the double flm·J systems? 

First of all it \,Jill be noticed that. the coefficient 0.06 becomes 0.066 in 

this case because of the mean pressur,,-, \Jhich is equal to the outside prcs-

~.llre. 
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A permeability rate of 1 gives rise to a transversal flm'l of: 

0.066 x V x 250 = 66 m3/h 

i.e. an energy consumption of 1,650 kWh. The flow would not be passed by sim

ple extraction, but it should be noted that the removal of the facade inlets 

would produ~e a permeability of 0.5. 

With a permeabi lity rate of 2.5, a simple mechanical extraction system would 

have consumed, given a rate of 0.7 vol/hour, 175 m3/hour on average, i.e. 4,400 

k\,.Jh. Hith Cl dOLJbl~ flmIJ system, the foilmvin9 \'Iould have been consumed: 2.5 x 

interest in this case. Well over double the ventilation would simply be ob

tained. 

For a double flow system with heat recovery to be of any interest at all, the 

permeabil ity rate must be of the order of 0.5, which is rarely the case. 

o During the measurements we carried out we found permeabil ity rates of 5 in 

mechanical venti lation, with qui te considerable excess energy consumptions. 

Conversely, we found permeability rates of 1 in natural ventilation, which 

is an aberration. Even when opening windows throughout the day, which increases 

the losses, disorders occur quickly due to the absence of air renewal. 

o The important factors in permeabil ity are: 

open, not closed fire chimneys; 

the passage between the outside and inside through the insulating material and 

the skirting board (very important) 

the roller blind cases; 

garage doors facing the dwelling or doors in the basement; 

outside doors; 

the clearance between the frame and ground beam (shelf) of woodwork; 

communications with the sanitary vent around the water pipes, electric c~bles, 

etc. ; 

the VJoodlr-lork is generally of Cl high standard, often type A3, i.e. it allm'ls 

1 m3/h to pass through at 10 pascals. It is equivalent to cm2, whilst wood

work of type Al, previoLlsly used, allowed 10 times more to PClSS tllI-ough (betvlecn 

4.3 c.lnd 13 m3/h). 
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It is easy to measure the air permeability of a house or flat. The result of 

this measurement provides a very simple explanation of the faults, and reveals 

disorders \·Jhich must not be attributed to ventilation but v/hich, on the otller hand, 

prevent it from operating satisfactorily. 

I f the consumpt.i on ba 1 ances do not eomp I y \"i th tre foreeas ts, in cases where there is 

condensation and if\\/e VJi5h to experiment \"ith ne\\/ systems such as: heat pumps, 

solar heating, recovery by exchanger, superinsulation, it seems to us that a per

meabil ity measurement is necessary to reveal, a priori, any distortions in the 

rp'~dJlt:,. or to FlI1c\.\/ d~fi·:!ct-; to be r,.~jj":clji~"d, b'/ tt)king ths apprOpri?itc-~ flle·;'~: .. lre5~ 
. I 

before the measurements are carried out. 

Pierre JARDIN!ER 

Consultant Engineer. 
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Fig. 3 : le o"r3ge thamique 
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~------------------.------~~~--~~~.---~--~-----~--~-Ell choisissant 0,32 on voil que ron couvre a :: 10 % cc 
FIg. 5 qui se r>i1S';~ ;;ur deS c;~·'Nh.!r~s c\lalf.!m~nt repa! ties ou 

dans le raIJPorl1 pour 2.0,33·0,66 ou O,G6·0.:D 

0,3-+--------

, 
i 

0,2 I 

°T-·-rl --,----,---,-----r-
o 0.1 0,2 0.3 0,4 0.5 

s, i 1 _ IS> 
I\-. _---', 

I __ 00_.' 

--'I---'---r--r--~ P 
0,5 0.7 ,8 . 0,9 1 

S, -1 1.-. ___ -' 

0+10% 

5,.51 

0-10'1 

5, .1/2 s: 
R£:p:lrl;lir:>n dt' I.:. iranspart!n:c sur 2 b<;nd('s 
Coefficle':~ de CQbit. en (unc:;,)n de t'anlJle c.J'incidcllcf') Fig.? 1 

I S1tJ 
b:Jj -t3~-. 

b.U Q 0.10 VTr (ki ·k2)'12 

.---.-------
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Fig. 8 

Fig. [) 

"I. ~~~ll.r~ . .Fa~cl)yfll p:J.r .I~.-"£'I:lr!.,.,,; U;.H! (~;:'):-t;()!.! A Orl:/ ;.ur U:1 .iII 
Chemin p,~rcouru quelle qu~ 3 ::.it Id dl(l1ction . 

1S 

5 ---7 
I 

/ 
/ 

o ~L.-- +---f-----··------~ 
E r. w s E 

Cot:f{i.:iant dedebit en fonr.tioil d.~ l'an'J1e (J'incidence 

-- - - - 2 fa~2d(;3 et 1 t~,I(U;O : MOY!'lnne 0,058 
o t VTr 

- ... _--.. 5 fa{;<!i~h)-) : i\~oy~nn,=: 0,060 

0,1 ~-=~~-r-----

I \\1.~/-'" '\ \ I 
t-' '\\~t-"r~1 --'-..... I \ [' __ I I 

"'1 ,. ·J~o • ..J 
0.05-

, ..... . 1 I I 
o -~-- ---~----- T----'~-- --~--.-+--> Illcicfl~nce 

o lS' ~~OO 45' 6G' 7!)1 SiO' I L--__________ __. ______ -- .. ---___________ ._1 

Moy 1 : Moyenne des vents> 2 m I sec 

.h.. Oily 
I Vitesse du vent 

en metre I seconda 
- ____ Le 8Clurget 

-_.- St Maur 

Fin In 

Moy 1 Moy 2 

4,48 3,71 

4,73 3,83 

3,91 2,87 



Incitlenc~ 

.' 

............ 

.' 

~ 
! 
1 

-1 

------c,-------------'------

Nomb(~ d~ volume/heule 
I.S -J.--=--=----------

, -

0.7 --\-----" 

Fig_ 12 

o 22,5 45 67,5 

Tableau 

90 112,5 135 

9 10 
Vitessc du yent 'In rne~re/s('tonde 
qUl~::,,! qun soil Son orii!nt,)tioll 

157,5 180 202,5 225 247,5 270 292,5 315 337,5 

0,0.10 0,0,11 0,05 0,056 C,Oo 0,051 C,OS! O,l)S} 0,05 f),a,la 0,054 0,05 0,0540,051 0,0'15 0,0':0 

.H par rapport ;, la m(}'{"nne 0,7') O,RO U,99 1,10 1,19 1,20 1,12 1,05 0,96 1,06 0,99 1,07 0,8'3 0,91 




